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About This Game

Money literally lies beneath our feet, but only few are willing to make an effort to get it. You are one of those enthusiasts who
are not afraid of hard work and possible risks, and bravely go down to the bowels of the earth to find their wealth. Neither the

severe climate of Siberia, nor professional challenges can stop you from achieving your cherished goal - to get enough resources
for a lunar station.

Run large Russian enterprises whose mission is to explore, exploit and sell both minerals and processing products. Organize your
work in a way to minimize costs and increase profits, expand your business on domestic market and gain access to external ones.

Search for new reserves, but don't forget about competition: it’s not only you who wants to make these mines their own gold
ones. Convert your income into gold reserve to top the leaderboard.
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GEOGRAPHIC ACCURACY

Exploration and exploitation are being carried out on the same territories of the Russian Federation as in real life.

MANAGEMENT TASKS

Large enterprises are in your hands, which means that you have to make important decisions affecting the future of your
business.

ELEMENT OF COMPETITION

Try to top the Steam leaderboard by earning a gold reserve larger than other players.
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Sneak Peek #6 - BUCKET-WHEEL EXCAVATOR:

BUCKET-WHEEL EXCAVATOR is a heavy equipment used in surface mining. The primary function of BWEs is to act as a
continuous digging machine in large-scale open-pit mining operations, removing thousands of tons of overburden a day. What
sets BWEs apart from other large-scale mining equipment, such as bucket chain excavators, is their use of a large wheel
consisting of a continuous pattern of buckets used to scoop material as the wheel turns. They rank among the largest vehicles
(land or sea) ever produced, and the largest of the bucket-wheel excavators (the 14,200 ton Bagger 293) still holds the Guinness
World Record for the heaviest land-based vehicle ever constructed by man.

Bucket-wheel excavators have been used in mining for the past century, with some of the first being manufactured in the 1920s.
They are used in conjunction with many other pieces of mining machinery (conveyor belts, spreaders, crushing stations, heap-
leach systems, etc.) to move and mine massive amounts of overburden (waste).
The principal components of a BWE are the bucket-wheel with its buckets, the bucket-wheel drive at the head of the wheel
boom, the slewable superstructure with counterweight boom, the substructure with crawler undercarriage and a transfer boom or
loading unit (crawler-mounted loading bridge) for transfer of material to the bench conveyor.

In the 1950s two German mining firms ordered the world's first extremely large BWEs, and had three BWEs built for mining
lignite near Cologne, Germany. The German BWEs had a wheel of over 16 m (52 ft) in diameter, weighed 5,500 short tons
(5,000 t) and was over 180 m (600 ft) long, with eighteen crawler units for movement and could cut a swath of over 180 m (600
ft) at one time. Sneak Peek #12 - Oil refinery:
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Oil refinery is an industrial enterprise whose main function is the processing of oil into gasoline, jet fuel, fuel oil, diesel fuel,
lubricating oils, lubricants, bitumens, petroleum coke, raw materials for petrochemistry. The refinery's production cycle usually
consists of the preparation of raw materials, the primary distillation of crude oil and the secondary processing of petroleum
fractions: catalytic cracking, catalytic reforming, coking, visbreaking, hydrocracking, hydrotreating and mixing of the
components of finished petroleum products.

Refinery Profiles

Fuel profile
At the refinery of the fuel profile, the main products are various types of fuel and carbon materials: motor fuel, fuel oil,
combustible gases, bitumen, petroleum coke, etc. A set of installations includes: mandatory - oil distillation, reforming,
hydrotreating; supplementary - vacuum distillation, catalytic cracking, isomerization, hydrocracking, coking, etc.

Fuel and oil profile
In addition to various types of fuel and carbon materials, the refinery of the fuel and oil profile produces lubricants: petroleum
oils, lubricants, and solid paraffins. A set of installations includes: installations for the production of fuel and installations for
the production of oils and lubricants.

Fuel and petrochemical profile
In addition to various types of fuel and carbon materials, petrochemical products are fabricated at the refinery of the fuel and
petrochemical profile: polymers and reagents. A set of installations includes: installations for the production of fuel and
installations for the production of petrochemical products (pyrolysis, the production of polyethylene, polypropylene,
polystyrene, reforming, aimed at the production of individual aromatic hydrocarbons).
. Release date delay of Mining Empire: Earth Resources:
Hello, dear friends!
We are in a hurry to announce that the release date of our new game Mining Empire: Earth Resources was postponed to the end
of April!
We apologize for the inconveniences. Thank you for being with us.
Playloft Team.. Sneak Peek #13 - Geologic preliminary investigation:
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Preliminary investigation a survey of the subsoil conducted by an engineering geologist in conjunction with a civil engineer.
Typically, the footprint of the structure is established on the proposed building site and trenches up to fourteen feet deep are dug
both outside, and more importantly, inside, the proposed footprint using the bucket-end of a backhoe. In extreme cases, a larger,
more powerful tracked excavator is used.

The geologist is looking for potential failure planes, expansive clays, excessive moisture, potential for proper compaction, and
other variables that go into the construction of a solid foundation. Materials are also gathered to determine the maximum
compaction value of the subsurface. Preliminary investigations should always be conducted prior to the construction of any
permanent structure.

The general principle of investigation is the integrated works, which means that along with the investigation and exploration of
the main types of minerals, all accompanying mineral components and the possibilities for their utilization are also being
examined, as well as hydrogeological, mining, geotechnical and other issues. Climatic, geoeconomic, socioeconomic and
economic-geological perspectives and risks are also being studied.. Sneak Peek #18 - The "Biohazard" complex of studies:
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The "Biohazard" complex of studies has been developed due to the problem of the space hardware environmental safety. It
studies influence of outer space to the "bacterium-substrates" systems and their work under conditions of the planet quarantine.
These microbiology industry systems contain different micro-organism cultures and substrates, intended for the more efficient
mining. However, under constant influence of such factors as: energetic electrons and ions flows, cold and hot space plasma,
solar electromagnetic radiation, particulate matter of synthetic origin and others, the systems are prone to wear and tear.

With the help of these studies, carried out within the "Biohazard" complex, it is possible to access the "bacterium-substrates"
system's work stability and its maximum resilience under the most extreme environments, without extensive support. On the
basis of these studies, it is also possible to identify the most preferable micro-organisms and substrates, suitable for mining
under different conditions.. Sneak Peek #15 - Placer mining:
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Placer mining, ancient method of using water to excavate, transport, concentrate, and recover heavy minerals from alluvial or
placer deposits. Examples of deposits mined by means of this technique are the gold-bearing sands and gravel that settle out
from rapidly moving streams and rivers at points where the current slows down. Placer mining takes advantage of gold’s high
density, which causes it to sink more rapidly from moving water than the lighter siliceous materials with which it is found.
Though the basic principles of placer mining have not altered since early times, methods have improved considerably.
Specific placer mining equipment is needed for each of the methods which can be classified according to the several methods of
excavating and transporting the gravel, or they may be designated to correspond with the various ways of saving the gold. The
actual moving of the gravel from place is always the principal concern of the miner, and often the gold-saving is entirely
incidental to the working of the deposit. The following classification, therefore, seems the most logical and is the one generally
used by placer miners:

  hand-shoveling;

  ground-sluicing;

  hydraulicking;

  excavating by teams or power equipment;

  dredging;

  drift-mining.

. Sneak Peek #11 - THE SHEARER:
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The shearer is a combined mining machine that mechanizes technological operations in the longwall, separating the mineral
from the reservoir mass and loading it onto a transport machine.
The main functional elements of modern shearers are: the executive body, which destroys (separates the mineral from the
reservoir mass) and loads it on the bottomhole conveyor; hydro insert and one or two feeders to move the combine along the
face room; drive consisting of one or two electric motors, main (right and left) and rotary gearboxes that transmit a torque from
the engines to the shafts of the executive bodies.
On the rotary gearboxes and augers there is a nozzle irrigation system. The main gearboxes are connected to the motor housing
by bolts and studs.

The shearers are classified by: the power and angles of incidence of removable reservoirs; the width of the executive body; the
design of the executive body and the supply system - by type of energy to drive combines.
The executive bodies of the shearers in design can be: auger, drum, crown, disk, chain and combined.
The following basic requirements are imposed on executive bodies:

 ensuring the highest possible performance under given mining-geological and mining conditions;

 destruction of minerals with minimal energy intensity and degree of grinding;

 implementation of the unloading of minerals from the work area of the executive body and loading it onto the haul
truck (when the shearer is working on flat and inclined surfaces);

 the possibility of infinitely variable height adjustment (according to the thickness of the extracted mineral reservoir);

 high mechanical efficiency, reliability and durability.

. Sneak Peek #9 Drilling machine:
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A drilling machine is a stationary or self-propelled unit for drilling wells in rocks of various strengths for underground and open-
pit mining of mineral resources. There are machines for different purposes: for drilling exploration, mining, including
explosive, as well as special wells (degassing, for descent materials, etc.). According to the method of rock destruction, there are
percussion rotary and rotary drilling machines. These machines drill wells with a diameter from 100mm to 1000mm to a depth
of 200m. Diamond drilling machines used for drilling wells during clearing and exploration in solid and very solid rocks, they
have a high frequency of rotation of the drill rod (from 2000 rotations/min and more).

In medium-heavy and heavy self-propelled machines, all working mechanisms and equipment are installed on the platform. Self-
propelled drilling machine includes a caterpillar platform, a pneumatic engine or a car, a mast, a rotational-feed mechanism with
a drill rod, a compressor, an oil tower, various drive motors with starting equipment, instrumentation and drilling process control
equipment, pneumatic transport systems and dust absorption, jacks for machine installation. Mobile (portable) drilling machines
have a working body with a drive, brace columns for its installation in the underground workings, a frame on which all parts of
the machine are mounted, and a control panel.
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